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METHODOLOGY

USER TEST SCENARIOS

Landlord/Tenant
Protective Orders
Debt Collection
Custody Dispute
Wage Garnishment
Eviction

Identified six common legal issues faced
by Philadelphians and attempted to
address them using the FJD and DC
sites:

INTERVIEWS
Suzan Chao (Elder Justice & Civil
Resource Center)
Kristen Cherry (PLA)

INVESTIGATING COURT SITES

DC
CA
San Antonio

Explored how the FJD site addresses
literacy, disability, and language barriers
while searching for better alternatives on
other court sites, which include:



DISABILITY
 Ensuring that the website is

designed to accommodate the 
 needs of user with a visual

disability and is compatible with
any assistive technologies she

may use.

LITERACY
Ensuring information is

comprehensible to all users to
promote equitable outcomes. 

LANGUAGE
Ensuring that LEP populations

can also access the legal
information and tools available

on the FJD Site.



SELF-HELP COURT USERS: COMMON ISSUES

TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY

SRLs tend to be low- or very low-income. Consequently,
many do not own or have access to laptops. At best, these
individuals can use a smartphone to access the Internet,
but many have a basic phone with limited Internet
features. Moreover, even if SRLs had phones or computers
that could access the Internet, the high cost of data plans
may further prevent them from searching the web or,
specifically, searching every corner of the FJD website for
the information they need. 

TECHNOLOGICAL ACCESS

Because of the lack of access to technology, many SRLs
have not had the same amount of experience using
computers or smartphones. Furthermore, they may not
know the nuances of conducting an Internet search, an in-
site search, or even how to navigate a website, generally.



SHORTER-TERM RECOMMENDATION: 
SELF-HELP PAGE

DIRECTORY OF ORGANIZATIONS
A compilation of all legal aid organizations, separated by practice
area. This information is currently found under the “Legal
Assistance” page of the website. Along with the name of the
organization, the page would also provide a contact number,
business hours, a contact email address, and a link to the website. 

RESOURCES
A compilation of all FJD materials, including brochures and
informational videos, separated by legal issue, e.g., domestic
relations, housing. This information is currently found under the
“Brochures and Manuals” page of the website. The SRL page would
only contain informational literature related to civil legal issues,
excluding information on topics like passport services and
mitigation protocols. 

FORMS
A compilation of all court forms, separated by legal issue, e.g.,
housing, family, employment. This information is currently found
under the “Forms” page of the website. The SRL page, however,
would only contain those forms relevant to SRLs, excluding forms
such as those for Pro Hac Vice, Election Forms, and Expert Witness
Payment.  



SHORTER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

DISABILITY 
Add option to increase font size

LANGUAGE
Add a Google Translate option
Provide all basic Court contact info in multiple languages
without having to use Google Translate

LITERACY
Ensure all language on the self-help page is at, or below, a 7th
grade reading level.
Define all legalistic terms when a complete substitution is not
possible.



SAMPLE SELF-HELP PAGE

CALIFORNIA COURT SYSTEM
selfhelp.courts.ca.gov



THE ISSUE:
DISABILITY
ACCESSIBILITY

WHO
Elderly individuals facing landlord-tenant issues, debt
collection problems, or trying to get guardianship of
their grandchildren
Philadelphians with visual disabilities dealing with any
civil legal issue

HOW
Americans with Disabilities Act
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (World Wide Web
Consortium)
Other court websites

WHY
 16% of Philadelphians had a physical, emotional, or
cognitive disability in 2016
22% of Philadelphians living in poverty were disabled.
 Elderly individuals comprised 14% of Philadelphia’s
nearly 1.6 million residents in 2019.  
 In 2017, 23% of Philadelphians ages 60 and older lived
in poverty



LONGER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS: 
DISABILITY ACCESSIBILITY

ALLOW USERS TO CHOOSE THEIR OWN SETTINGS
Font size and color
JavaScript



LONGER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS: 
DISABILITY ACCESSIBILITY

CREATE CONSISTENT NAVIGATION BARS



LONGER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS: 
DISABILITY ACCESSIBILITY

PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR
CONSUMING MEDIA

Alt tags and text alternatives for video and images.
HTML or RTF documents.



THE ISSUE: 
LITERACY
ACCESSIBILITY WHO

Low literacy Philadelphians facing any sort of legal
issue.

HOW
No directly applicable law.
Plain Language Consumer Contracts Act (PA)
Plain Writing Act of 2010 (Fed.)

WHY
5th grade reading level

National average: 7th grade
"Philadelphia faces a literacy crisis." - Jim Kenney
Functionally illiterate majority.
22% of adults lack basic literacy skills



ADDRESSING LITERACY: FJD SAMPLE



ADDRESSING LITERACY: DC SAMPLE



ADDRESSING LITERACY: CA SAMPLE



LONGER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS: 
LITERACY ACCESSIBILITY

IMPLEMENT PLAIN LANGUAGE INITIATIVES
Shorter sentences
Use of active voice
Address readers directly
Reduce reading level
Format intentionally
Emphasize procedural knowledge

PERFORM A CONTENT AUDIT
Flesch-Kinkaid metrics

USE OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION
(OCR) ON ALL GUIDES

Helpful information exists (See: What is a Custody Order
example to the right), but it is indexed poorly



25 M Limited English Proficient (LEP)
People in the US in 2019

THE ISSUE: LANGUAGE ACCESSIBILITY

LEP People in Philadelphia 
in 2019166 K

TOP

5
Languages for which interpreters
were requested in FJD in 2018:
Spanish, Mandarin, Russian,
Portuguese, Vietnamese

TOP

5
LEP Populations in Philadelphia in
2019: Spanish, Chinese, Russian,
Vietnamese, and Khmer (Cambodian)

People in Philadelphia in 2019: 
who speak Spanish and speak
English less than "very well"

73 KPhiladelphians who are LEP11%



LONGER-TERM
RECOMMENDATIONS:
LANGUAGE ACCESS

FURTHER INCORPORATE WEBSITE
INTO LANGUAGE ACCESS PLAN (LAP)
Currently the FJD LAP only includes plans to
translate the notice of interpreter services page
into multiple languages.

CREATE LANGUAGE ACCESS
RESOURCE PAGE
As DC does, dedicate a page on the website to
explaining and listing all information related to
language access rights and resources, including
interpreter request and complaint forms, and
links to information available in other languages.

TRANSLATE KEY RESOURCES:
SELF-HELP FLYERS & FORMS
Identify all key resources that should be available
in multiple languages. For self-help flyers, work
with advocates who created them to get them
translated.



Varied Approaches to Incorporating Other Languages

UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM
OF PENNSYLVANIA
This method of putting info in
the translated language first
makes it easier for LEP speakers
to find forms in their language.



Varied Approaches to Incorporating Other Languages

SAN ANTONIO MUNICIPAL COURT
This tab method is effective for sharing key court info such
as contact info and hours in multiple languages, without
taking up too much room on the page.



Sample Language Access Resource Page

DC COURT

Putting all language access resources in a
dedicated space helps clarify what support is
available.



BRINGING IT
ALL TOGETHER

ACCESSIBILITY UPDATES
WORK IN HARMONY
This is the current FJD page on
interpreter services. To
maximize its accessibility to
SRLs, updates of every access
type are needed.



IDEAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

PARTNERED USER TESTING
Partnering with community groups and
help centers to do user testing can help
with both identifying current pain points
and testing out proposed solutions.

DATA-GATHERING
To gain a better understanding of the
issues SRLs face and the language they
would use to describe them, data on
search terms could be helpful.

COURT-SPECIFIC CONTENT AUDITS
Assist individual courts in evaluating their
webpages and provide more specific
recommendations for increasing
accessibility.

ADVOCATE INTERVIEWING
Advocates are uniquely positioned to speak
to the needs of SRLs and can provide insight
on how to best address those needs.



QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


